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a b s t r a c t

Many firms define their fiscal quarters as 13-week periods so that each fiscal year contains

52 weeks, which leaves out one or two day(s) a year. To compensate, one extra week is

added every fifth or sixth year and, consequently, one quarter therein comprises 14 weeks.

We find evidence of predictable forecast errors and stock returns in 14-week quarters,

suggesting that analysts and investors do not, on average, adjust their expectations for the

extra week. The ease with which 14-week quarters can be predicted, and expectations

adjusted, suggests a surprising lack of effort on the part of analysts and investors.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

‘‘Evidently sellers are claiming that the numbers are inflated because there was an extra reporting week in
November this year. To which I say: any analyst who didn’t look at the calendar and factor that into earnings
projections isn’t worth the price of the spreadsheet software.—James Ledbetter (Fortune, December 18, 2007)’’1

1. Introduction

Many companies define their fiscal quarters as 13-week periods rather than three calendar months.2 A 52-week
fiscal year omits one day a year (two days in a leap year) requiring an extra week to be added to one fiscal quarter
(the ‘‘14-week’’ quarter) every five or six years. Though a 52/53-week reporting format enhances comparability in most
quarters, earnings and revenues will be approximately 7.7% (1/13) higher in the 14-week quarters. Fourteen-week
quarters are predictable since the fiscal year convention is clearly described in all financial statements. Given the impact
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1 Excerpt from Ledbetter’s article commenting on the puzzling negative share price reaction to Best Buy’s seemingly positive quarterly report. See

‘‘Street Punishes Best Buy’s Success’’ by James Ledbetter at http://dailybriefing.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2007/12/18/street-punishes-best-buys-success/.
2 This practice is common among, but not limited to, retailers. We describe 14-week quarters and its rationale in greater detail in Section 2.
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that an extra week has on revenues and earnings, as well as the simplicity of the adjustment required, we would expect
expert financial intermediaries such as analysts to adjust their forecasts for the extra week.3 However, prior research on
limited attention, analyst incentives and strategic disclosure suggests that analysts may overlook the presence of a longer
reporting period and underestimate performance in 14-week quarters.

Like other economic agents, analysts face cognitive processing constraints that prevent them from processing all
available information simultaneously (Hirshleifer and Teoh, 2003). Faced with multiple tasks and limited attention, analysts
are forced to allocate their effort to various tasks based on their incentives. Recent research suggests sell-side analysts have
relatively modest incentives to allocate their time to making accurate forecasts compared to other job responsibilities (e.g.,
stock picking, attracting investment banking business, increase their own visibility).4 For example, Groysberg et al. (2010)
report that analysts’ relative forecast accuracy has no significant direct effect on their compensation. Similarly, Emery and
Li (2009) find that forecast accuracy has little bearing on the selection of All-star analysts. Consequently, faced with multiple
tasks and constrained by limited attention, analysts might rationally choose not to exert the necessary effort to identify
14-week quarters and adjust for the extra week. In this study, we consider this hypothesis by testing whether analysts
systematically underestimate revenues and earnings in 14-week quarters relative to 13-week quarters for the same firms.

In addition to financial analysts, we also consider the impact of 14-week quarters on investors. In spite of their obvious
incentives to identify 14-week quarters, past research suggests limited attention may also cause investors to ignore the
extra week. Hirshleifer and Teoh (2003) argue that investors are more likely to ignore footnote or other less prominent
disclosure. Recognizing the presence of the extra week is important for investors since the impact of the extra week is
transitory and contains no new information about firm performance. However, if investors do not account for the extra
week in 14-week quarters, two empirical regularities should emerge. First, the relation between returns and earnings (and
revenues) should be the same in 14-week quarters as it is in other quarters because investors naively treat unexpected
earnings and revenues consistently. That is, investors will (mis) price ‘‘unexpected’’ revenues and earnings caused by the
extra week. Second, since prices will drift up as news about higher revenues and earnings is revealed to the market, a
trading strategy of buying and holding stocks of firms over their 14-week quarters will earn positive abnormal returns.

Our sample consists of 658 firms with 933 14-week fiscal quarters over the years 1994 to 2006. Consistent with the
additional week contributing to revenue and earnings, we find that both seasonally adjusted unexpected revenues (SUR)
and earnings (SUE) are higher in 14-week quarters than in 13-week quarters.5 However, analysts seem to either ignore or
not fully account for the extra week’s revenues and earnings since both revenue and earnings forecast errors are
significantly positive in 14-week quarters.6 Further, for the same fiscal quarter in the year following a 14-week quarter,
analysts’ revenue forecasts are optimistic suggesting that analysts expect the higher revenues that occurred in the
14-week quarter one year ago to persist even though the current year’s quarter contains one less week. In additional tests,
we find that pessimistic revenue forecasts in 14-week quarters are associated with analysts who do not mention the
presence of an extra week in their reports, suggesting that analysts’ lack of awareness of the extra week is contributing to
the forecast errors. These findings alleviate potential concerns that our results are driven by something inherently different
about 14-week quarters, other than the duration of the quarter.

Buying and holding stocks of firms in their 14-week quarters produces positive abnormal returns of approximately 3.15%
over the quarter (12.6% annualized). The (estimated) extra week’s earnings are positively related to the abnormal returns for
the quarter, suggesting that investors price the predictable earnings ‘‘innovations’’ caused by the extra week. Additionally, we
find evidence that the level of disclosure (about the extra week) in 14-week earnings announcements of firms affects returns
around earnings announcement dates. Specifically, returns are more positive for firms that do not explicitly disclose the
presence of the extra week, providing further evidence that lack of awareness possibly contributes to investor (mis) reaction.
These findings are consistent with investor inattention when disclosure is less prominent (Hirshleifer and Teoh, 2003).

Our evidence is consistent with both analysts and investors failing to properly account for the extra week in their
expectations and pricing models. The simplicity of adjusting for the extra week suggests a lack of effort rather than ability.
Faced with limited attention and inadequate incentives, analysts do not appear to exert sufficient effort to account for
14-week quarters suggesting that the benefits associated with improved accuracy must be smaller than previously believed,
consistent with Groysberg et al. (2010) and Emery and Li (2009). For investors, the evidence is also consistent with limited
attention, where investors ignore less salient disclosure. The investor findings are interesting because it should only take a
few attentive investors (perhaps one) to arbitrage away the abnormal returns associated with 14-week quarters. However,
alternative explanations are hard to identify. For example, impediments to arbitrage seem unlikely because the trading
profits are derived from taking a long (not short) position and the firms in our sample are generally large.

3 Although methods used by analysts to forecast revenues and earnings can be very complex, the adjustment required to account for an extra week in

the reporting period is relatively straightforward. As an example, assume that an analyst initially forecasts revenue of $13 million, or $1 million per week

for a firm reporting under a 52/53 reporting format. If the analyst then realizes that the upcoming quarter is a 14-week quarter, instead of a 13-week

quarter as initially assumed, then she can adjust the forecast by simply adding an additional week of activity, i.e., revise her forecast to $14 million

(14 weeks at $1 million per week).
4 Early research suggests sell-side analysts have incentives to provide accurate forecasts (Mikhail et al., 1999). See Ramnath et al. (2008) for a review.
5 SUE (SUR) is defined as earnings (revenues) in quarter q minus earnings (revenues) in quarter q�4, scaled by market value of equity in q�4.
6 Revenue (earnings) forecast errors are actual revenues (earnings) per share less forecasted revenues (earnings) per share, scaled by the firm’s stock

price at the beginning of the quarter.
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